
 Part One 

Achieving Wintering Success 

Last month we discussed why wintering is a critical part of successful beekeeping.  This 
month we continue to look at the economics and start to examine factors we can control, 

or at least manage, to improve wintering. 

As in many things, success in wintering honey bees comes from knowledge, good 
planning, careful execution of those plans, and careful scheduling.  Luck certainly plays 
a part in it, but to a large extent, beekeepers make their own luck.  

Successful wintering requires time and money, and some hard work now, but if that 
effort is not made, unsuccessful wintering will require time, money and hard work next 
spring -- and obviously good wintering pays much better.  You can pay now, or you can 
pay later. 

What are the key ingredients to success in wintering honey bees?  There are three main 
influences at work: the bees themselves, the environment, and the beekeeper.  There is 
an interaction between these three factors, and unless they all add up to contribute to 
your wintering success, that success is less than certain. 

Know your Environment 

Probably the very best advice anyone can give to any beekeeper who wants to winter 
bees successfully is this: get to know the neighbour beekeepers.  Go to bee meetings 
and make friends.  That way you will know what the unique local challenges are, and 
also will know sooner if a new beekeeping problem turns up in your district.  Find out 
who always has good wintering (and remember that it is not necessarily the one who 
claims to do so) and try to get invited over to see their bees. 

Most beekeepers are happy to show off their bees to an appreciative audience, so if you 
are polite and considerate, you will be invited back.  If you can, make sure you visit the 
most successful neighbours in their bee yards at least four times during the year, at 
times like splitting, extracting, feeding, etc. if possible.  Then go home and put what you 
learned to use. 

When you visit, don’t just ask questions, watch carefully and look around.  Think like a 
detective.  Good beekeepers often don’t always exactly know, consciously, what they 
are doing; they just do it, and do it right.  They often cannot explain what they are doing, 
so you have to watch.  Sometimes their success is due to good luck, sometimes it is due 
to good management, and sometimes it is just due to good instinct at work.  That part 
doesn’t matter, the results are what count, and careful observation can help you learn 
their ‘secrets’ and duplicate their success 

People often talk about grandma’s cookie recipe and how, no matter how carefully they 
have followed her written recipes, they find that their own cookies never taste quite as 
good as hers.  People often suspect that grandma was cagey and left something out on 
purpose, just to keep her secret.  Maybe so, in some cases, but often as not, it never 
occurred to grandma that someone following the recipe wouldn’t know how she greases 
the pan or what brand of sugar she uses.  That part was never mentioned.   

The same applies in beekeeping; no matter how carefully a beekeeper tells you how he 
or she does something, there is no substitute for being there and watching.  Little details 
can be vitally important   
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There is, however, one very serious pitfall to observing a number of good beekeepers 
and trying to emulate them.  Many bee-ginners visit experienced beekeepers and 
observe carefully, but then go home and decide that they will take the best of all the 
systems they have seen, and devise their own.   This seems like a good idea, but almost 
always results in disaster -- sooner or later -- because there are hidden factors that they 
don’t consider. 

Successful systems for wintering vary widely and may seem very different at first glance, 
but they all have one thing in common: they must satisfy the basic requirements for bees 
to be comfortable in winter, and not be vulnerable to unexpected events. 

Any proven system is a system, not just a collection of ideas.  Each and every part of a 
good system meshes with the other parts under varying conditions to achieve success 
year after year, cold winter or warm winter, long winter or short winter.   Success for just 
one year does not prove a thing.  Choose one system that has worked well in your 
district over many years, and then copy it as closely as you can.  

Know Your bees 

Good wintering begins with good bees.  We’ll talk another time about health and other 
factors, but one thing stands out above the rest: If your bees are not of a type that is 
suited to wintering, all your other efforts will be in vain.  If you happen to have good 
wintering bees, you may succeed beautifully even if you make a few mistakes.   

Are your current bees from a stock known to winter well in your area?  Some bee stock 
simply will not winter well in regions that have a long, cold winter.  Other stock will winter 
in such regions with a minimum of fuss and come out looking good.  I have seen strains 
of otherwise very good bees that consistently suffered 90% winter losses while another 
stock -- in exactly the same conditions -- showed 90% success.  No amount of planning, 
feeding, insulating, medicating -- or praying -- will make a non-wintering stock survive a 
severe winter.   

Be sure to select stock with a proven track record for your area, and if you raise your 
own queens be certain to select from hives that have wintered well and which also look 
good in the spring.  Of course you will want to select for some other good qualities too.  I 
had some bees years ago that wintered beautifully, but never seemed to make much 
honey for me.  There are lots of good wintering bees available that make honey, resist 
disease, and are reasonably gentle too.  They can be found by looking through ads in 
bee magazines, consulting locally, and through checking with state bee extension 
services. 

If you decide to requeen to change to better wintering stock, start early and remember 
that it takes many weeks for a new queen's offspring to completely replace the bees 
from the previous queen.  Last minute re-queening won't change a hive from poor 
wintering bees to good wintering bees overnight.  Even after the new strain of bees has 
replaced the original stock in the hive, they may need time to reorganize the stores.   
Bees that winter well often organize the brood chamber differently from the less winter-
hardy types. 

Assuming the bees are of a good wintering type the other big consideration is the 
condition of the queen.  She should be reasonably young and healthy, in her first or 
second season, depending on your management.  Normally we don’t need to see her to 
know how she is doing.  With some knowledge of the hive’s history, a look at the bees 
and the brood, and a comparison to other hives nearby, a conclusion can be reached as 
to whether she is likely to make it through and be able to do a good job in the spring.   



If in doubt, fall requeening may be a good idea or, if the hive seems poor and weak 
compared to others, combining it with another hive may be a good decision, although old 
timers say that combining two poor hives just results in one poor hive. In fall, such hives 
can be used to boost a good nuc that is promising, but a little short on bees. 

Know Yourself 

No matter where we look, some beekeepers seem to have consistently good luck 
wintering and others never seem to break even.   The winners span the spectrum from 
hobbyist to professional and may choose to winter in single brood chambers or in three 
standards.   

Some choose to wrap their bees and restrict entrances, but others – just as successful -- 
may forego wrapping and choose to augment the natural ventilation by propping up lids 
or adding auger holes. Many different approaches work, depending on the locale. 

Why are some people consistently successful and others consistently fighting failure?    
Wintering preparations must all be done on a tight schedule set by nature.  Highly 
imaginative people often have problems that less creative sorts never experience.  
Usually success is simply a matter of timing and of thoroughness.  Those who are good 
listeners, can follow instructions and can meet a schedule succeed.  Those who have 
trouble understanding or getting out and doing things on time will fail  

In my experience, the beekeepers who suffer the fewest losses are those who 
understand and respect their bees, think practically, and emphasize ‘what is’ over ‘what 
might be’, and ‘what works’, over ‘what should work’.  They study, consult, observe, and 
stick to proven methods for everything they do.  If they experiment -- and every 
beekeeper does experiment -- they make limited tests and do not apply drastic changes 
in equipment or techniques to their whole outfit until the new idea is proven to work well, 

and for a while. 

 

Next month we’ll go into more depth on preparing bees for winter and eventually we’ll 
visit some beekeepers and see how they do their wintering.



Normal Winter Loss 
Knowing what our losses are and comparing them to others around us can help us 
improve our wintering.  Most beekeepers calculate their winter loss by counting up the 
dead hives and figuring a percentage.  Some loss – usually fluctuating under 10 or 20%, 
depending on the region and the year -- is considered normal and acceptable, 
particularly if the surviving hives are strong and healthy. 

Zero loss would be ideal, but in any apiary there are always a few hives that are not as 
good as the rest for a variety of reasons.  Sometimes this is obvious when it is time to 
prepare them for winter and sometimes developing problems are not yet apparent.   If 
the queen is about to fail there are often no warning signs.   

Each and every queen bee has a limited productive life that can vary from several weeks 
to several years.  For any individual bee, we can never predict for certain how long that 
life will be.  Although using young queens provides some assurance that most will last 
the winter and perform well into spring, we know statistically that over any timespan, a 
small percentage of all queens, regardless of age, will always fail.  We also know that 
when a queen fails, the hive she serves goes into decline.   

Unless a failed queen is replaced with a good queen within weeks, the hive is doomed; 
the winter bees will age and die without being able to raise replacements, and the hive 
will dwindle by spring.  Winter confinement in the north can last up to six months and 
during that time, some queens will fail, and no remedial action by the bees or the 
beekeeper is normally possible.  Fortunately the natural rate of queen failure is normally 
quite low in healthy hives.  Moreover, queens that quit laying, become drone layers, or 
go missing near the end of winter can usually be replaced without loss of the hive.  

These natural and unavoidable losses are normally bearable, especially if the survivors 
are strong and healthy, but when winter losses reach somewhere around 30%, 
depending on the region, the year, the condition of surviving colonies and other factors, 
there is a ‘point of no return’.    



The Point of No Return 
Most of us aren’t fully aware that the relationship between percentage loss and the 
corresponding rate of splitting required to replace the lost hives is not linear, nor do we 
realise how steep the expense curve becomes once we pass 10% winter loss -- until we 
have to face the problem and find that we are in deep trouble.  If we know in advance 
how serious these winter losses can be, we can make extra effort to avoid them, or plan 
ahead for replacements. 

Recovering from winter loss: Splitting the survivors 
This table illustrates how much increase must be made from survivor hives to get back to fall hive numbers for increasing 

percentages of winter loss.  At 50% loss, 100% of the survivors must be split in two.  Will they be strong enough to make 
a decent crop and survive the winter?  Much depends on the locale and how good the season turns out to be. 

Winter Loss 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 

Splits per 
Survivor 0 0.11 0.25 0.43 0.67 1.0 1.5 2.33 4.0 

The difficulties and costs associated with wintering loss are very mild when the losses are light, but increase rapidly in 
severity.  As the losses mount, they quickly reach a point where there is no way to recover in one year, and new money 

and/or bees must be brought in to save the enterprise. 

  

From the table, we can see that at 10% loss, only 11% of the surviving hives need be 
split, or that only 11% of the resources of the surviving hives need be shared to make up 
the loss.  That is easy, and the cost is around zero. 

At 20% hive loss, 25% of the remaining resources – brood and bees – must be shared to 
get back to the hive count from the previous fall.  That is usually practicable, but with a 
30% loss, 43% of the remaining resources must be shared.  At that point, the burden on 
the parent hives can become damaging. 

Beyond 30% loss the situation quickly becomes hopeless, since fewer and fewer hives 
must donate more and more.  In many regions, replacement bees must be purchased in 
such a scenario -- or fewer hives operated -- if any honey crop is to be expected 

Beyond that point of no return, splitting surviving hives to return to the hive numbers 
from the previous year becomes increasingly difficult and risky.  If the splits made are 
too small, not only will the crop be drastically reduced or lost completely, but there is 
also a real danger that the splits themselves could be too small to care for themselves 
and require feeding all summer.  Even with that sacrifice, extra effort, and expense, the 
resulting hives might not grow large enough to winter well.  

 It’s a vicious circle.   At some level of winter loss, recovery becomes impossible without 
bringing in outside resources. Anticipating and preventing heavy colony losses is usually 
much cheaper than trying to recover afterwards 

 

Part Three 
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